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News Events

‣ Wars, natural disasters, elections etc

‣ Each event involves one or more of 

‣ People

‣ Organizations

‣ Locations

‣ Time

‣ Research Question: How to learn latent feature vectors 
to represent news events for various tasks?
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Motivation

‣ Retrieving similar events

‣ For journalists or 
historians

‣ “Wars similar to Syrian 
Cvil War” - Spatio-
Temporal dimensions 

‣ For news recommendation 

‣ Similarity between news 
event latent features vectors
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Motivation: Linking news events
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Motivation: Summarization, Ranking and Selection
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Wikipedia Current Events Portal (WCEP)



Motivation: Determining Event Focus Times
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Emmanuel Macron was sworn in as the President of France
     
    
   

● Event descriptions with no temporal expressions in them
● They may have different Focus Times than that of their host 

documents

Merkel heads for another term in Germany

● It is important to disambiguate the queries to right focus 
time

‣ For temporal IR

‣ Question Answering

‣ Knowledge extraction



State-of-the-art

‣ Use textual, temporal and entity features from news articles 
to represent events

‣ Bag-of-words

‣ Tf-idf vectors [Li et al., 2005]

‣ Language Models [Lee et al., IR 2014]

‣ Multimodal distributions in text, space and time [Mishra et al., 
ECIR 2016]
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State-of-the-art: Clustering Approach
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Events represented by clusters of 
news articles about same event 
[Setty et al., WSDM 2017]



State-of-the-art: Graphs
‣ LOAD graph [Spitz et  al., 

SIGIR 2016]

‣ Links between entities, 
events and dates
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‣ Co-occurring entities [Angel 
et al., 2012]

‣ Links between entities in 
same documents

‣ Dense-subgraphs are 
assumed to be events



Neural Models for Event Embeddings

‣ Distributed representation of events considering text, 
entities, locations, and time

‣ Context of words, entities and time captures the semantics 
of events 

‣ Avoid handcrafting features?

‣ Address the sparsity of event descriptions using distributed 
representation 

‣ Avoid the ambiguity in event descriptions

‣ E.g. “Germany became the world champion of football”
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Take 1 :  Word Vectors

‣ Learn word embeddings (Word2Vec)

‣ Skip-gram model with negative sampling

‣ Event vector by combining

‣ Word vectors in the event description 

‣ Vectors for temporal expressions 

‣ Treat temporal expressions as special tokens and learn 
word vectors
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Global Temporal Vectors

‣ Corpus-wide word vectors associated with temporal 
expressions

‣ News events in a given time period are diverse 

‣ Global vectors of temporal expressions are hence overly 
generic
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Year : 2002 
The physical Euro is officially introduced in the Eurozone countries. 

Riots and mass killings in the Indian state of Gujarat. 

 Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom celebrates her Golden Jubilee



Event-Specific Temporal Vectors
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Generate Event specific temporal by 
combining global temporal vector 
(analogous to a feedback model)

Riots and mass killings in 
the Indian state of Gujarat. 

Retrieve a set of 
Pseudo-Relevant 

documents

Applying standard 
query likelihood 

model

Collect words co-
occurring with the 

temporal expressions

Vectors of co-
occurring words

Global vectors 
(for same time 

period )

Event specific 
vector

CIKM’17, May 20177, Pan Pacific Singapore

Table 1: List of notations

Notations Descriptions

q A given event description as a user query
qwords A bag of words generated from q
qner A bag of named entity surface forms generated from q
e Event vector composed by combining query word vectors
D , C , V Document, Collection, and Vocabulary
R A set of pseudo-relevant documents retrieved fromC with qwords as a keyword

query using query-likelihood retrieval model [26].
w A word vector generated from C
T A temporal expression
tg Global time vector generated from C
te Event-based time vector generated by readjusting t� with D P R
S A set of sentences in R where a T is mentioned

2 FOCUS TIME ESTIMATION
In our approach, we use word2vec [17] to �rst learn a distributed
representation of words as high-quality vectors from a large un-
structured text corpus. More speci�cally, we use the skip-gram
model with negative sampling to learn the word vector represen-
tations. We note that generating an event vector by combining
word vectors (analogous to bag-of-words model) does not capture
the word order in a given event description. �is issue has been
addressed in prior work [14] by learning sentence vectors. How-
ever in our approach, since we learn distributed representation of
temporal expressions by treating them as special words, learning
word-level vectors is su�cient. We choose word2vec due to its sim-
plicity of implementation and e�ciency, although similar models
[16] also obtain desired results.

To address our task, we design a two-stage process where in the
�rst stage, we learn the distributed representation for words from
a large unstructured document collection. In the second step, we
adopt a bo�om-up approach that combines the independent word
vectors to compose a distributed event vector. To estimate focus
time of the event, we compare the vectors generated for temporal
expressions mentioned in the text (e.g. ‘2002’) to the composed
event vector and rank them using their cosine similarity score.
Finally, the focus time is assumed to be the top-ranked temporal
expression. �e notations used to design our method are described
in Table 1. We next describe the time and event vectors in detail.

2.1 Event-Based Time Vector
In longitudinal news corpora, temporal expressions are frequently
mentioned in large number of documents describing events. In such
cases, the global time vector tg generated for a temporal expression
from the entire corpus becomes overly generic. �is issue has been
highlighted by Diaz et. al. [8]. It is thus required to readjust the
global time vectors for a speci�c event.

In Information Retrieval, it has been shown that a query model
can be improved by linearly combining it with a feedback model
estimated from pseudo-relevant documents [26]. From a language
modeling perspective this re-estimates the word probabilities in a
query thereby giving more importance to discriminative words. We
borrow these ideas into vector-space [25] to readjust the global time
vectors tg such that they become more meaningful for a given event.
We follow a two-step process: �rst, we retrieve a set of top-k pseudo-
relevant documents R from C using a standard query-likelihood
ranking model [26] with a standard keyword query generated from

qwords . In the second step, we generate an event-speci�c time
vector te by combining word vectors w for the co-occurring words
within sentences, represented as a set S , in the pseudo-relevant doc-
uments, thus treating it analogous to a feedback model. Formally,
the �nal updated event-based time vector te is computed as,

te “ p1 ´ �qtg ` �

` 1
N

ÿ

wPS
w

˘
, (1)

where N is a normalizing factor. In our methods we set � “ 0.5,
thereby giving equal weight to the global and event-speci�c vectors.

Alternatively in a di�erent context, Diaz et. al. [8] propose a
method to incorporate on-topic document weighting into the objec-
tive function to learn query-speci�c local word vectors. However,
this requires re-learning word vectors for every new query. In
contrast, our novel method uses the global vectors, generated from
entire corpus, for words from pseudo-relevant documents to gener-
ate a time vector. Since we learn the word vectors once from the
corpus, our method exhibits be�er query-time e�ciency.

2.2 Ranking Model
We propose the following two models referred to as early and late
fusion motivated from [27] for generating a ranked list of temporal
expressions for a given event.
Early Fusion: Given an event-query q, we �rst generate an event
vector e by aggregating the word vectors for qwords using the
following two aggregation models: (1) EF Mean model generates
the event vector by computing the mean of the vectors qwords .
(2) EF TFIDF model generates the event vector using the term fre-
quency and inverted document frequency (tf-idf) weighted mean of
the vectors for words in qwords , where tf-idf weights are computed
from entire corpus. Finally, for a given event vector e and a set
of time vectors te for all the temporal expressions, we generate a
ranked list based on their cosine similarity.
Late Fusion: �is scheme is motivated from query combination
technique in Information Retrieval [4, 15] where evidences from
multiple queries are combined to generate a �nal ranked list. Simi-
larly, we treat each word in qwords as an independent query and
generate a ranked list of temporal expressions. �e independent
ranked list are then combined by �rst normalizing and aggregating
the similarity scores for each temporal expression in the list. Such
ranking models have shown to work well, however, in our context,
it gives a handle to treat the query words di�erently. Following this
idea, we design the following models. �e named entity-based late
fusion model LF NER, �rst combines word vectors that are recog-
nized as named entities in qner thereby treating the surface forms
as single words. �en, independent ranked lists are generated for
words in qner Yqwords . Before combining the ranked lists, we �rst
normalize the similarity scores across the temporal expressions to
control range of the similarity scores as,

norm score “ score ´minpscoreq
maxpscoreq ´minpscoreq , (2)

where the score is computed based on the cosine similarity between
the vectors. �e ranking is generated by aggregating scores across
the lists. Analogous to the early fusionmodel, we also have LF Mean
and LF TFIDF models that aggregate the similarity scores with
simple mean, and tf-idf weighted mean respectively.

Query model improved by Linearly combining with a 
feedback model estimated from pseudo-relevant 

documents [Zhai  Et al., 2008]



‣ Early Fusion

‣ Compute centroid of word vectors of the event 
description

‣ Simple mean 

‣ tf-idf weighted

‣ Compute a list of temporal vectors from the temporal 
expressions in the event-related documents (from before)

‣ Then the focus time is the temporal vector with maximum 
similarity (using cosine similarity)

Event Focus Time Ranking
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Early Fusion Example
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tokyo
sideswipe

train

metro

kill
2

5

people

collision

Resultant 
Event 

Event: “A sideswipe collision of 2 Tokyo Metro trains kills 5 
people.” 
Focus Time: 2000 

1997

1999

2000

2003

2005



Late Fusion Motivation

‣ Some words may be too generic causing noise in vectors 

‣ For example in “A sideswipe collision of 2 Tokyo Metro 
trains kills 5 people.” 

‣ Words like trains, kills etc are too generic and make it 
harder to distinguish different focus times

‣ Focus on words specific to the event: sideswipe, Tokyo, 
Metro and collision 

‣ Treat named entities specially (entity vector)
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Late Fusion
‣ Each word in the event description is treated as an 

independent query

‣ Ranked list of temporal vectors are selected based on 
similarity scores

‣ The temporal vectors are then normalised and aggregated
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sideswipe   collision        2          tokyo      metro        trains        kills        5         people           Final 

Event Query: “A sideswipe collision of 2 Tokyo Metro trains kills 5 people.” 
Focus Time: 2000 



Evaluation Setup
‣ Background Corpus

‣ English Gigaword corpus - 9 million news articles 
published between 1994 and 2010 taken from five different 
news sources

‣ ClueWeb12-B13 corpus (CW12) - about 50 million web 
pages crawled in 2012

‣ Queries

‣ 100 Random events from Wikipedia year pages to serve as 
our test queries 

‣ Note some queries are outside the span of Giga collection 
(represented as Giga-OC)
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Baseline Approaches
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Methods Description

LOAD Spitz et al., SIGIR 2016
Adj Estimating focus time for documents Jatowt et al. CIKM 2013
ML Maximum Likelihood 

LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation-based method 
EF_MEAN Early Fusion with Mean of vectors
EF_TFIDF Early Fusion using TF-IDF weights
LF_TFIDF Late Fusion with TF-IDF weights
LF_MEAN Late Fusion with Mean of vectors
LF_NER Late Fusion with Named Entities



Event Focus Time Estimation Results
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Methods
Giga-All CW-All Giga-OC CW-OC

MRR Giga-All MRR CW-All MRR Giga-OC MRR CW-OC 
LOAD 0.459 0.567 0.216 0.375 0.074 0.234 0.087 0.247

Adj 0.516 0.609 0.431 0.551 0.159 0.301 0.19 0.331
ML 0.642 0.736 0.471 0.584 0.206 0.367 0.327 0.448

LDA 0.192 0.354 0.114 0.288 0.07 0.229 0.056 0.22
EF_MEAN 0.607 0.689 0.617 0.694 0.571 0.641 0.613 0.674
EF_TFIDF 0.598 0.683 0.622 0.699 0.575 0.645 0.606 0.671
LF_TFIDF 0.56 0.654 0.611 0.676 0.493 0.584 0.561 0.618
LF_MEAN 0.57 0.662 0.636 0.71 0.557 0.63 0.59 0.642
LF_NER 0.623 0.702 0.609 0.689 0.549 0.626 0.598 0.664



Insights
‣ Best performing query: “Republic of China Army executes 

19 unarmed Vietnamese refugees on Donggang beach, Lieyu, 
Kinmen off Mainland China.” Foucs time: 1987

‣ Adj method fails due to lack of any temporally focused words

‣ LF-NER performs best using time vector based on co-
occurring words within sentences  

‣ Worst performing query: “Several explosions at a military 
dump in Lagos, Nigeria kill more than 1,000.  Focus time: 2002”

‣ Few in-discriminative terms such as explosion, kill and military. 

‣ LOAD graph finds correct answer due to entities Lagos and 
Nigeria
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Take 2 : Network Embeddings
‣ Network embeddings are useful for various network analysis 

tasks and prediction tasks [Deepwalk, Node2Vec]

‣ Can we use similar techniques for news events?

‣ Word embeddings are learned form sequential text they can 
miss cross-document relationships

‣ News events can be modelled as networks

‣ Events and event categories, entities, temporal expressions as 
nodes

‣ Edges between the nodes are added if they co-occur

‣ Edges can be weighted as well depending on how often they 
co-occur (tf-idf)
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Network Construction
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Event type:  
Civil wars

Entity: 
Iraq

Entity: 
Syria

Year: 
2014

Year: 
2015

Year: 
2010

1 0.5

1 0.75

0.2

0.1

Event: 
Syrian Civil War



Network Embeddings

‣ Our goal is to learn a feature vector F(v) for each node v 

‣ N(v) represents neighbourhood of node v

‣ The goal is to maximise the probability of predicting the 
neighbourhood of a node v given its F(v)
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‣ This is solved using softmax function parametrised by the dot 
product of feature vectors

‣ This is approximated using random walks



Heterogeneous Network Embeddings
‣ It is important to treat nodes according to node types

‣ For example, for Syrian Civil War other civil wars are very 
important 

‣ but other events from same year not so much
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Event: Ebola 
virus epidemic

Event: 
Iraqi Civil War

Entity: 
Iraq

Entity: 
Syria

Year: 
2014

Entity: 
Nigeria

Event type:  
Epidemic diseases

Event: 
Syrian Civil War

Event: 
Nigerian Civil War

Year: 1970

1
0.5 0.25

1

1
0.75

0.6

0.01

1

0.5

1

1

0.8

1

Event type:  
Civil wars



Event-Centric Biased Random Walk

‣ Transition probabilities depend on

‣ Distances between source node and the destination node

‣ To simulate DFS and BFS
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‣ Node type

‣ Same event types are always visited

‣ Temporal and entity nodes are visited based on their 
neighbourhood overlap



Experimental Setup

‣ News events from Wikipedia Current Events Portal

‣ Over 7000 events from 2007 to 2017

‣ External news article links from these events

‣ Entities annotated using AIDA

‣ Event categories from Wikipedia

‣ Temporal Expressions annotated using HeidelTime
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Similar Events Task

‣ Ground-truth from Google’s “People also search for” news 
events

‣ Crawled around 2000 events
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Similar Events Task : Results
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‣ LOAD graph relies on immediate neighbourhood of nodes to rank

‣ Network embeddings cover broader/deeper neighbourhood 

‣ But in general the precision and recall values are low

‣ The ground-truth from Google crawl is not really “the ground-
truth”

‣ We also conducted manual evaluation on CrowdFlower and got 
a P@10 of 0.784



Event Linking Task
‣ Task: Given a news article link it to appropriate Wikipedia 

Event page

‣ Ground-truth from Wikipedia Current Events Portal (WCEP) 
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Summary

‣ First steps towards learning latent features for news events

‣ Two approaches

‣ Fusing word vectors of event descriptions 

‣ Network embeddings

‣ Evaluated for several tasks

‣ Event focus time estimation

‣ Similar events

‣ Event linking 
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Shameless Advertisement

‣ We are hiring! 

‣ A PhD position on “Neural models for news events” is 
available at University of Stavanger!!

‣ Contact: 

‣ vinay.j.setty@uis.no

‣ http://vinaysetty.net
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